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In the West, politicians and journalists of all stripes have referred to Russian President Vladimir

Putin as a "thug", a "tyrant", a "murderer", a "Communist", a "Nazi", the next "Hitler" and more. But

amongst the Russian people, his popularity rating has reached levels as high as 85%. There is even

a very popular hit 'disco' song about him - 'A Man Like Putin'. So, who's right? Why such hatred for

Vladimir Putin? Is it justified? Or has Putin been targeted merely for standing up the US-EU Axis of

Internationalism? In clear, simple, powerful and concise language - supported by more than 100

illustrations - 'The War Against Putin' takes readers on an exciting 'crash course' journey from

Russia's Medieval founding, through the days of the Czars, through the Communist Revolution and

bloody Civil War, through Stalin & World War II, through the Cold War, through the Soviet collapse,

through the Yeltsin disaster, and finally the Putin-led rebirth of the Russian nation. It is one of the

"greatest stories never told", and will shed badly needed light on the new Russia, its dynamic

leader, the dark forces aiming to bring about its demise, and maybe even World War III. Says Dr.

William Carlucci: "I was glued to the edge of my seat with jaw wide open as I read this gem of a

book from start to finish, in a single sitting. The clarity and simplicity with which King's masterpiece

demystifies current events represents a rare ability to speak to the reader with entertaining and

understandable prose. This piece really needs to go viral, and fast. 5 Huge Stars!"
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Chock full of eye opening historical facts. Was surprised to learn that present day Russia is



supportive of their churches, has low tax and poverty rates and a growing middle class - and they're

debt-free! They're becoming what we used to be and we're becoming like the old USSR - bizarro

world! A great book, couldn't put it down!

Wow oh wow, this book is going to be very difficult to review. On one hand the author should be

praised for cutting through so much of the U.S. propaganda to find many (inconvenient) facts about

what has been happening and how the U.S. effects its will through NGOs and other forms of

subversion. On the other hand, the true ideological stance of the author shines through so loud and

clear. The only U.S. president he didn't criticize, and in fact praised, was Reagan. He praises the

growth of churches and religion and is clearly a strong pro-life, pro-Christian, pro-Reaganite, Fox

News "free marketeer". But that doesn't make the book not worth reading. It's full of gold nuggets of

information that the reader can validate himself and use to make his own conclusions about what it

all means. One thing is clear: the total and utter hypocrisy of the U.S. in its stated goals abroad. We

can disagree on whether the world should be socialist or Reaganist, but regardless the author has

dredged up a lot of real and damning information about how the U.S. operates covertly.

Unfortunately anybody who wants to discount this book as a bunch of conspiracy theory garbage

will not find that a hard sell. It really does read like classic conspiracy theory. But I know most of the

"facts" he bandies about are accurate. In short, though clearly biased, the truth is much closer to

what MS King is saying than what anybody in the U.S. mainstream press is saying, including PBS.

MUCH closer. It would be nice if somebody would expose the same ugly truths as King does,

without couching it in so much Reaganite nonsense, so that it might be amenable to a broader and

more intelligent audience. The ultimate message of this book is clear: The U.S. is not the good guy

and the U.S. population is deeply indoctrinated.

Mr King shows he is one of the leading authors within the truth movement with The War Against

Putin. The book is brilliantly written and makes a compelling case for the fact that the media, NGO's

and various governments are positioning President Putin as the 'new Hitler' in order to slowly slowly

bring the public round to supporting world war 3. The propaganda has already started and this

important book will hopefully open a few eyes to the truth.

This book needs a mainstream publisher. It is excellent and I commend the author/publisher for all

the excellent work involved.There's nothing here that a close reader of world events wouldn't know,

though very little of what's here is published in the mainstream media. Propaganda. Who wouldv'e



thought twenty years ago? When I was a little kid (7 or so) I thought the world had two groups, the

Americans and the Communists. That's sort of the level of mainstream media. It's maybe fit for 7

year olds but hardly fit for citizens.I'd like to see this book published by a mainstream press. If you

author wants to email me at truthlover2555@gmail.com,I'll try to do something. I have some slight

contact with a very good publisher that isn't opposed to publishing truth. If hey don't want to or can't

for some reason, I'm aware of other publishers that might get behind this too.Very nice job. It should

be assigned reading in every high school politics class.

Why is Putin bashed in the US media on a daily basis? Why is he so hated by the left and the right?

What is the agenda of those who spread lies about him? Why is he so popular among common

Russians? Why have we not been told that he has a good relationship with leaders of the Christian

Russian Orthodox Church? Author King answers all these questions and many more in addition to

giving us a history of Russia that you will not find in other books. This is an easy read and a must

read for those interested in the truth as opposed to the propaganda we are subjected to by the

mainstream media. If all Americans read this book they would demand that those in charge stop

instigating WWIII.

I suggest EVERY litterate Americn citizen read this compendioum of the TRUTH regarding one this

era's greatest leaders.Aside from beinga journalist/writer myself - I have a background of near 40

years of intelligence work in central Ameica and the Mid East. I was also a Green Beret paratroop

commander and basic Infantry unit company commander in early to mid 60s - as well as a

Honeywell NASA contract aerospace engineer and a foreign diplomat in Latin America. This should

be required reading FOR ALL PUBLIC schools - so our new generation of children WILL NOT

GROW UP IGNORANT regarding theTRUTH about this dynamic world leader. The outright

disinformation and endess lies our corrupt government has spewed out like warm vomit to the

masses beginning with WWI is a disgrace to our once proud heritage. Lies have NO business in a

once blessed nation as ours. If you never read anoth book - DO read this riviting expose of one of

the most shameful odious fabricared smear campaigns ever commited. A MUST READ!
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